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Abstract
Research Summary: Digital firms tend to be both nar-

row in their vertical scope and large in their scale. We

explain this phenomenon through a theory about how

attributes of firms' resource bundles impact their scale and

specialization. We posit that highly scalable resource

bundles entail significant opportunity costs of integration

(vs. outsourcing), which simultaneously drive “hyp-
erspecialization” and “hyperscaling” in digital firms. Using

descriptive theory and a formal model, we develop several

propositions that align with observed features of digital

businesses. We offer a parsimonious modeling framework

for resource-based theorizing about highly scalable digital

firms, shed light on the phenomenon of digital scaling,

and provide insights into the far-reaching ways that

technology-enabled resources are reshaping firms in the

digital economy.
Managerial Summary: Why are leading firms in the

digital economy simultaneously larger and more special-

ized than those in the industrial age? Our research

explains this phenomenon as being driven by the scalabil-

ity of digital resources—that is, their capacity to create

more value at larger scaleswhen used intensively in a focal

activity. We clarify what digital scalability means, and
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highlight trade-offs created by the opportunity costs of not

employing scalable digital resources intensively. Digital

firms should outsource complementary activities to avoid

diverting resources away from their scalable core, and to

enhance their ability to grow exponentially. Although

resource fungibility and outsourcing costs mitigate these

imperatives, digital firms may nonetheless find it profit-

able to remain specialized despite the challenges of man-

aging outsourcing and sharing valuewith complementors.

KEYWORD S

digital firms, opportunity costs, resource-based view,
scalability, scale and scope

1 | INTRODUCTION

The resource-based view (RBV) originally emerged to explain how unique firm-specific
assets—conceptualized as resources or capabilities—lead to sustained competitive advantage
(Barney, 1991; Mahoney & Pandian, 1992; Peteraf, 1993; Wernerfelt, 1984), but the RBV has since
been extended to explain firm boundaries. Scholarship in the RBV has long held that firms should
engage in activities for which they have superior resources (Argyres, 1996; Barney, 1999;
Madhok, 1996, 2002), a rationale that has been refined and elaborated by combining it with
transaction-costs and property-rights theories (Argyres & Zenger, 2012; Kang, Mahoney, &
Tan, 2009; Kaul, 2013; Mayer & Salomon, 2006; Mayer, Somaya, & Williamson, 2012). These con-
ceptualizations broadly fit with Chandler's (1977, 1990) descriptions of successful firms that
emerged and grew in the second industrial revolution. Chandler highlighted how these industrial
firms increased in both scale and scope by developing and redeploying resources and capabilities;
they used new communication and transportation technologies to internalize key parts of the value
chain, which enabled them to both avoid transaction costs and take advantage of their capabilities.

In recent years, the digital revolution has profoundly reshaped the way we conduct and
organize business (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014; Cusumano, Gawer, & Yoffie, 2019;
Siebel, 2019), highlighting a need to reassess our understanding of economic organization and
its drivers. In this article, we offer a theory based on the attributes of firm-level resources—in
particular those enabled by the digital revolution—to shed light on firms' decisions about which
value-adding activities to perform within their boundaries and which ones to outsource. An
explanation of these decisions is generally referred to as the theory of the firm (Demsetz, 1988;
Rumelt, 1984), underscoring its importance in explaining why firms exist and the role they play
in the economy. Thus, inter alia, we propose a resource-based theory of the digital firm.

Our theory builds on the concept of “scalability,” by which we mean how the value derived
from a firm's resource bundle in a focal activity changes as the size of the bundle increases. We
use the term “digital firms” (contrasted with “industrial firms”) to describe firms that partici-
pate heavily in the digital economy by either using a significant share of digital resources
(e.g., software, algorithms, data) and/or by selling a significant share of digital products and
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services (e.g., platforms, software, media).1 We posit that digital firms tend to have more scal-
able resource bundles due to significant economies of scale in their productive resources and
due to markets with low distribution costs and strong network effects (Adner, Puranam, &
Zhu, 2019; Autor, Dorn, Katz, Patterson, & Van Reenen, 2020; Hoffman & Yeh, 2018).

The greater scalability of digital firms' resource bundles affects their opportunity costs of
integration, which requires allocating resources to multiple value-adding activities, rather than
using them more intensively to grow within the focal activity. Consider Scale AI, a startup cre-
ating labeled datasets for artificial intelligence (AI) applications, such as datasets of street
scenes used to train algorithms for automated driving. The company uses a platform of (con-
tract) gig workers and algorithms to create labeled datasets, and in theory could integrate into
developing AI for end user markets (by using its strengths in AI algorithms). However, this
would mean that some of Scale AI's resources that cannot be contemporaneously shared across
businesses (managers, software engineers, etc.) would have to be diverted from expanding its
AI dataset labeling business. Thus, when a resource bundle is scalable, it may be preferable to
concentrate resources on a focal activity than to distribute them across multiple activities, mak-
ing specialization an optimal choice. Moreover, the scalability of the resource bundle creates a
substantial push for a firm's growth, which (as our model shows) is further enhanced by special-
ization in its focal business. This core intuition highlights how digital firms' resource attributes
may foster both high specialization and high scale, which consultants have called “hyp-
erspecialization” and “hyperscaling” (McKinsey Global Institute, 2015), labels we adopt and
later define in this article.

Many leading industrial firms of the past had both extensive scale and scope
(Chandler, 1977, 1990), which we contrast with our theory of digital firms with high scale but
narrow scope. For example, industry observers point to the rise of large but highly specialized
cloud-based vendors such as Twilio, Stripe, Snowflake, PubNub, and Box who sell digital ser-
vices tailored for narrow purposes but on a global scale (The Economist, 2021a). Industrial
firms' capital-intensive production technologies also supported their growth through economies
of scale (Diewert & Fox, 2008), but these scale advantages were limited by two factors. First, the
scale economies were more confined by physical production capacity limits and further hin-
dered by difficulties in replicating production processes (Knudsen, Levinthal, & Winter, 2014;
Penrose, 1959). Second, because scalability is ultimately about the value accruing to the firm,
which is in part determined by market demand, it can be reduced by the costs of transporting
and distributing physical goods to distant markets, as well as the need to lower prices to sell
more output due to downward-sloping demand curves. These limits to demand may have
provided additional “inducements” to industrial firms for scope expansion (Penrose, 1959).
Penrose (1959), who saw vertical integration as a “special form of diversification”
(Penrose, 1959, p. 145), argued that industrial firms tended to expand their corporate scope
whenever their capacity for growth was greater than that permitted by their existing markets.
Similarly, Chandler (1990) documented that industrial firms which developed capital-intensive
production technologies with the capacity to produce more than the market could absorb at rea-
sonable prices often expanded into other value-adding activities that generated scope economies
by using the same physical assets.

1Of course, in practice, companies do not fall neatly into these two categories. Amazon, for instance, employs a
combination of digital assets and other resources in its e-commerce business to sell both digital (marketplace) and
physical (distribution) services. While we acknowledge this nuance, the broad distinction between (predominantly)
digital and industrial firms is adequate to highlight our main ideas and theoretical logic.
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Compared to industrial firms, we suggest that digital firms' resource bundles are more scal-
able on average and their scalability is more likely to persist through much higher volumes of
output. This is because information technologies have made it possible to replicate and distrib-
ute digital goods and services at little incremental cost and allowed digital firms to sell large
volumes globally without any significant physical presence. Further, the value of digital goods
and services often increases in output due to network effects, which can produce demand-side
increasing returns to scale. As a result, the supply-side scale advantages due to the adoption of
digital resources are enhanced by the simultaneous effect that digitalization2 has had on reduc-
ing demand constraints, which may induce digital firms to remain specialized even as they sig-
nificantly expand their output. Thus, the changes to supply and demand conditions due to
digital resources are complements in their effects on the scalability of digital firms, although
their impacts on scalability may not be symmetric depending both on how much digitalization
increases scale advantages on either side—supply or demand—and on which side acts as the
bigger “constraint” to scalability. We discuss these asymmetric effects further in the discussion
section.

We demonstrate the logic of our theory with a formal model that generates a set of proposi-
tions consistent with many features of modern digital firms (Adner et al., 2019; Cennamo &
Santal�o, 2019). Throughout the paper, we use the term “integration” to mean a firm's expansion
into activities that add value to its focal offering, and “specialization” or “outsourcing” to mean
the opposite. This terminology encompasses both value creation along a traditional value chain
and in more fluid value networks such as ecosystems of independent firms producing
complementary parts of a composite good. Also, we use the label “complementors” for firms
offering non-focal value-adding activities, which includes “suppliers,” although there might be
meaningful distinctions between these terms in some contexts.3

We contribute to the literatures on the RBV and the theory of the firm in at least three
important ways. First, we highlight and explain a growing form of business organization that is
highly specialized despite traditional motivations to integrate. We show how such hyp-
erspecialization may stem from a firm's highly scalable resource bundle, unrelated to any effects
of digitalization on transaction costs, and how scalability and specialization together can boost
the firm's optimal scale of output (hyperscaling). Indeed, the rapid adoption of digital technolo-
gies has coincided with the growth of ecosystem forms of organization, whose participant firms
can grow very large despite the ecosystem logic of nonintegration (Kretschmer, Leiponen,
Schilling, & Vasudeva, 2020). Our theory explains these patterns as the results of a drive for
value-adding firm growth in which less (scope) enables more (scale). Second, we contribute to a
deeper understanding of the role of resources in (vertical) integration by underscoring a power-
ful, but often neglected, force: the opportunity costs of not scaling (i.e., increasing size or out-
put) within a specialized activity. If resources are highly scalable, this force can even outweigh

2Two closely related terms—digitization and digitalization—have been used to characterize the impacts of digital
technologies on businesses. Gartner (https://www.gartner.com/en/glossary [last accessed October 18, 2021]) defines
digitization as “the process of changing [information] from analog to digital form” but “without any different-in-kind
changes to the process itself.” Digitalization is defined as “the use of digital technologies to change a business model
and provide new revenue and value-producing opportunities … the process of moving to a digital business.” Our theory
is fundamentally about the latter phenomenon; therefore, we use the term digitalization in this article.
3Suppliers also perform activities that are complementary to the focal firm's (Balakrishnan & Wernerfelt, 1986;
Jacobides, Knudsen, & Augier, 2006; Richardson, 1972): if a downstream stage a generates value only with an upstream
stage b, and vice versa, then the upstream stage and downstream stage are complementary in the sense “a doesn't
‘function’ without b” (Adner, 2017; Jacobides, Cennamo, & Gawer, 2018).
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the traditional RBV logic of leveraging superior resources in multiple value-adding activities. In
the limit, it can induce firms to become highly specialized and profit from small margins across
very large numbers of customers. Thus, we propose that the adoption of digital technologies
may favor specialization even without reductions in transaction costs (or costs of using the mar-
ket generally), but because of significant increases in the scalability of firms' resource bundles.
In turn, we offer an alternative (and complementary) resource-based explanation of why digital
technologies lead to specialization, which also distinctively predicts the concomitant phenom-
ena of hyperspecialization and hyperscaling that transaction cost based explanations typically
do not. Finally, we advance an approach to formal modeling in the RBV by parameterizing key
resource attributes such as scalability, fungibility, and costs of resource accumulation to provide
a versatile platform for a broader research program on the impact of resources on corporate
strategies and firm performance.

2 | THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

The RBV literature has long theorized that firms should integrate into activities whose resource
requirements match the profile of their existing valuable, rare, inimitable, and non-
substitutable resources (Argyres, 1996; Barney, 1991, 1999; Madhok, 1996, 2002; Montgomery &
Wernerfelt, 1988). Research has further illuminated how integration decisions and the develop-
ment of resources and capabilities are linked (Argyres & Zenger, 2012; Kang et al., 2009; Mayer
et al., 2012; Wan & Wu, 2017), and more generally sought to combine the RBV with other theo-
ries of vertical integration such as transaction cost economics theory and property rights theory
(Kaul, 2013; Mahoney & Qian, 2013; Mayer & Salomon, 2006). The literature has also incorpo-
rated intermediate governance modes, such as partial integration (Makadok & Coff, 2009;
Parmigiani, 2007; Parmigiani & Mitchell, 2009), and has linked the RBV, evolutionary econom-
ics, and the modularity literatures (Baldwin & Clark, 2000, 2008; Helfat, 2015; Helfat & Campo-
Rembado, 2016; Jacobides & Winter, 2005). The key insight from these RBV contributions to
the theory of the firm is essentially as follows: In a value chain (or ecosystem) of complemen-
tary activities, a firm will integrate into an activity if its resources are more productive in that
activity than those of potential outsourcing partners.

With these ideas having evolved in the context of value chains and traditional pipeline busi-
ness models, however, the current state of the art of RBV theory may not be adequate to fully
explain the boundaries of digital firms. Digital firms have several distinctive organizational fea-
tures and are thus an interesting (and important, due to their rapid proliferation) context for
advancing the RBV theory on firm boundaries. Digital resources are often considered scale-free
and fungible (Adner et al., 2019; Agrawal, Gans, & Goldfarb, 2018; Brynjolfsson &
McAfee, 2014), which could in theory favor more integration. However, this prediction is at
odds with the emergence of digital intermediaries and platforms such as Facebook, Google, and
Airbnb, whose business models are often based on nonintegration within their platform's eco-
system (Kretschmer et al., 2020). Thus, these digital firms seem to be highly specialized on the
vertical dimension, while at the same time growing very large in scale (Adner et al., 2019;
Hoffman & Yeh, 2018).

Drawing on several descriptions of the digital transformation of the economy (Adner
et al., 2019; Agrawal et al., 2018; Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014; Siebel, 2019), our conception of
digital firms focuses on two central features. First, these firms employ, to a significant degree,
digital resources such as data, software, and AI that are essentially scale free, such that firms'
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marginal costs remain low for very large production quantities (Adner et al., 2019; Levinthal &
Wu, 2010). Second, digital firms distribute their offerings largely through the internet and cloud
platforms (Siebel, 2019), and thus have substantial access to global markets at scale, which miti-
gates decreasing returns to scale on the demand side. Moreover, many such digital firms are
organized as digital platforms or intermediaries (Cennamo & Santal�o, 2019; Kretschmer
et al., 2020), and may even experience demand-side increasing returns to scale due to network
effects (Teece, 2013; Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997). In practice, firms can vary in the extent to
which they are “digital,” reflecting different degrees to which they have employed digital
resources or sell through digital channels and platforms; thus the resulting scalability of their
resource bundles may vary (see Table 1 for definitions of, and the interrelationships between,
the concepts of scalability, scale-free resources, and supply-side and demand-side returns to
scale). Similarly, some industrial firms may also have resource bundles that enjoy a significant
degree of scalability (such as the example of semiconductor fabs below). We posit, however, that
digital firms (which are highly digitized along the two dimensions—resources and markets—
described above) will on average have more scalable resource bundles than industrial firms, and
their scalability will likely be sustained over a larger range of output.

Building on the conception of the firm as a bundle of resources (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993;
Barney, 1991; Penrose, 1959; Wernerfelt, 1984), we develop a firm-level theory of integration
(vs. specialization) that is built on this scalability feature of digital firms. We integrate ideas
from the world of technology, where practicing experts often discuss firms' strategies in terms
of “scaling laws” (Hoffman & Yeh, 2018; Levie & London, 2018; Wessel, Levie, & Siegel, 2017).
Scaling laws are functions of the type f xð Þ=kxσ which, despite their simplicity, can describe the
scaling properties of a variety of complex adaptive systems ranging from organisms
(e.g., animals and plants) to organizations (e.g., cities and firms) (Fu et al., 2005; Gabaix, 2016;
West, 2017). We use scaling laws to describe the relationship between value created (benefits to
consumers minus costs) and the size of a firm's resource bundle. If this relationship follows a
scaling law, we can summarize it with a continuous “scalability” parameter corresponding to
the combined effect of supply-side and demand-side returns to scale.

The scalability of a firm's resource bundle reflects in part the types and relative shares of
scale free and non-scale free resources in the bundle (Levinthal & Wu, 2010). Digital
resources—such as IT systems, cloud platforms, big data, and AI algorithms—tend to be scale
free by virtue of almost error-free replication, combined with low-cost global digital distribution
and improvements in cost and performance as more users adopt and contribute data to them
(Adner et al., 2019; Agrawal et al., 2018; Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014).4 These digital resources
do not face many limits on the extent of their application, so the firm faces fewer capacity con-
straints as it grows in scale in the focal market (e.g., a cloud service can accommodate numer-
ous additional users at minimal marginal cost). However, to create value, even these scale free
resources need some complementary resources (Miller & Yang, 2016; Tambe, Hitt, Rock, &
Brynjolfsson, 2020) such as co-specialized human and managerial resources (Castanias &
Helfat, 1991; Teece, 1986), which are typically subject to capacity constraints regarding time
and attention (Ocasio, 1997; Penrose, 1959). For example, software and AI platforms need expe-
rienced engineers to develop, maintain, and improve them, marketers and salespersons to sell
their outputs, customer service professionals to improve service quality, and managers to

4The scaling properties contributed by digital technologies do not mean that digital firms have no size limit to which
they can scale; this limit might simply be quite large and comparable to global demand. The literature on scaling laws
also suggests that real world processes are only typically scalable within some range (West, 2017).
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TABLE 1 Scalability and related concepts

Construct Definition
How it relates to
scalability

Scalability Scalability describes how the value accruing to the firm
from using its resource bundle in a focal activity changes
as the size of the bundle increases. Scalability builds on
the idea of value, which captures the interaction between
resources and market characteristics—“two sides of the
same coin” (Wernerfelt, 1984). As such, scalability
corresponds to the net effect of the supply-side returns to
scale and demand-side returns to scale. We examine
regimes where the resource bundle is scalable (its value
per unit of output increases) versus non-scalable (value
per unit of output decreases) as the size of the bundle
increases.

Supply-side
returns to
scale

Supply-side returns to scale describe the change in output
quantities due to an increase in inputs. If such an increase
leads to a more (less) than proportional increase in output,
then there are increasing (decreasing) supply-side returns to
scale. Decreasing supply-side returns to scale are often
ascribed to the more intensive use of factors whose supply is
fixed, such as industrial plants in the short run or land in the
long run. Increasing supply-side returns to scale are due to
savings in factor requirements per unit of output due to
scale-free resources, learning curves, positive feedback loops,
or the internal division of labor (see Kim (1997) and Mas-
Colell, Whinston, and Green (1995) for a discussion).
Depending on input costs, increasing returns to scale can
lead to economies of scale—a reduction in the average cost
of production for larger output quantities.

The stronger the supply-
side returns to scale, the
more scalable the firm's
resource bundle.
However, scalability can
be constrained by the
demand side (e.g.,
inelastic demand) even
when supply-side returns
to scale are high.

Demand-side
returns to
scale

Demand-side returns to scale describe the change in
revenues due to an increase in output. If larger outputs
lead to a more (less) than proportional increase in
revenues, then there are increasing (decreasing) demand-
side returns to scale. Decreasing demand-side returns to
scale are often associated with physical goods, for which
larger quantities sold correspond to a reduction in prices
(law of demand). Increasing demand-side returns to scale
are associated with digital goods having network effects
(Arthur, 1996; Teece, 2013; Teece et al., 1997), for which
the value from consumption increases with the installed
base.

The stronger the demand-
side returns to scale, the
more scalable the firm's
resource bundle. However,
scalability can be
constrained by the supply
side (e.g., non-scale free
resources or decreasing
returns to scale) even
when demand-side returns
to scale are high.

Non-scale free
and scale
free
resources

“A scale free resource, such as brand name, faces limits on
the breadth of its fungibility (i.e., how broadly fungible is
a given brand name) but not on its extent of application
(i.e., the number of markets in which a given brand can
be applied for a given level of fungibility). In contrast, the
application of those non-scale free capabilities is driven by
the logic of opportunity costs.” (Levinthal & Wu, 2010, p.
784)

The larger the share of scale
free resources in the
bundle, the more scalable
the resource bundle, at
least on the supply-side.
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oversee and direct the enterprise. Often, physical resources such as factories, offices, and ware-
houses, and even hardware and telecommunication infrastructure to host and deliver digital
products, are also required. Using these complementary non-scale free resources incurs oppor-
tunity costs (Levinthal & Wu, 2010); for example, an engineer working on a project cannot
simultaneously work on another, and warehouses or application servers face congestion costs
when they are used to serve too many customers simultaneously.

In this way, combinations of co-specialized scale free and non-scale free resources in a
firm's resource bundle (Teece, 1986) interact and contribute to scalability on the supply side.
Similarly, the extent to which digital distribution and network effects contribute to scalability
on the demand side may also vary. Thus, scalability captures the aggregate effect of all the
resources in the firm's resource bundle and measures the extent to which the value created
increases with the extent of the resource bundle employed in a particular “activity” (equiva-
lently a “stage of production”). The resource bundle will likely exhibit a tendency to create
progressively more value at larger output volumes when the firm employs a substantial share
of resources such as data, software, and AI that are virtually scale free (Adner et al., 2019;
Levinthal & Wu, 2010) and, in addition, has access to global markets with network effects that
can sustain (or even increase) prices as sales grow. By contrast, the resource bundle will likely
have a tendency to create progressively less value at larger scales when the firm faces physical
production limits, difficulties in replicating capital-intensive processes (Knudsen et al., 2014;
Penrose, 1959), and substantial costs associated with the transportation and distribution of
physical goods. At the same time, a downward-sloping demand curve would also force the
firm to reduce prices to sell larger output volumes, which generates decreasing demand-side
returns to scale.

Our categories of digital and industrial are meant to represent archetypes of firms in each
category. In practice, the degree to which a firm is “digital” will in turn affect the degree to
which its resource bundle is scalable. Consider Amazon's online retail business and its Amazon
Web Services (AWS) cloud business. Clearly Amazon's retail business uses a greater share of
non-digital resources such as warehouses, inventory, packers, and other employees, and has a
greater share of non-digital outputs (e.g., physical products, delivery), and comparatively AWS
has a more digitalized (and therefore scalable) resource bundle than Amazon's online retail
business. While acknowledging these heterogeneities in the extent to which a firm is digitalized,
we use the term “digital firm” to indicate an archetypal firm that has largely digital resources
and outputs, and contrast it with an archetypal “industrial firm” that does not. Further, we des-
ignate a firm's resource bundle to be “scalable” (non-scalable) if its value per unit of output
increases (decreases) as the size of the bundle increases. We posit that archetypal digital and
industrial firms are likely to have scalable and non-scalable resource bundles, respectively, even
though not all digital firms may have scalable resource bundles, and not all firms with scalable
resource bundles might be digital firms.

To examine the implications of these attributes of the firm's resource bundle, we develop a
formal model to explain the firm's integration choices and degree of scaling. Our core intuition
is that when a scalable resource bundle can be used to either scale within a focal activity or to
increase scope into complementary ones, it leads to specialization because of the high opportu-
nity cost of not focusing on the focal value-adding activity as intensively as possible, even if the
resource bundle is fungible to other activities. Figure 1 visualizes this intuition. Let τ be the per-
centage of the resource bundle, r, allocated to a given application and V τ×rð Þ be the value pro-
duced as a function of τ×r. When the resource bundle is non-scalable (as in an archetypal
industrial firm), the opportunity cost of withdrawing resources from the focal activity is
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relatively low; reducing τ has only a small impact on performance. When the resource bundle is
scalable (as in an archetypal digital firm), however, the opportunity cost of redeploying the
same amount away from the focal activity is high and can significantly reduce performance.

We present five propositions derived from our model. Our first proposition contrasts the
overall integration patterns between archetypal digital and industrial firms. Specifically, for an
industrial firm, a marginal change in the cost of outsourcing typically leads to gradual changes
in integration, with varying degrees of partial integration as intermediate modes between full
specialization and full integration (Makadok & Coff, 2009; Parmigiani, 2007; Parmigiani &
Mitchell, 2009); however, for a digital firm, such a marginal change may trigger a discontinuous
shift from full specialization to full integration. Propositions 2 and 3, respectively, examine the
contrasting roles of scalability and fungibility for digital and industrial firms. We show that the
propensity to integrate increases with both scalability and fungibility for the archetypal indus-
trial firm, but they have contrasting effects for the archetypal digital firm. Scalability induces a
digital firm to remain specialized even at higher costs of using the market, while fungibility
increases the propensity to integrate.

Having examined scope decisions, Proposition 4 formalizes the relationship between scale
and scope choices of the firm. The result shows that scale and scope (integration) go hand in
hand for industrial firms (Chandler, 1990), whereas scale and specialization are mutually rein-
forcing for digital firms. Put simply, digital firms have a greater incentive to increase their scale
(by augmenting their resource bundle) if they specialize, and the fact that they can grow signifi-
cantly within their focal activity is a key reason to specialize. In Proposition 5, we extend our
model by endogenizing value capture and co-opetition with the complementor firm(s). Our
results paint a stark contrast between our theory and the canonical proposition of the RBV

FIGURE 1 Non-scalable versus scalable resource bundles. The figure is a stylized representation of

opportunity cost of sharing resources when the resource bundle is non-scalable (left side) and scalable (right

side). When the resource bundle is non-scalable, the opportunity cost of withdrawing resources from one

application is relatively low because reducing τ (i.e., the percentage of resources allocated to a given application)

has a minor impact on performance. When the resource bundle is scalable, the opportunity cost of redeploying

the same amount is higher and can result in a significant penalty
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literature that firms will integrate if their resources are more productive than those of their
complementors. We show that for digital firms, superior resources may not necessarily lead to
integration. Instead, up to a point, resource superiority leads the digital firm to forego a greater
share of the total value created together with the complementor(s) so as to incentivize supply of
the complementary product or service, thus increasing its own returns by specializing and
scaling within its focal activity.

3 | FORMAL MODEL

We formalize our arguments in a parsimonious decision-theoretic model that casts scope expan-
sion strategies as the solution to a resource-allocation problem involving two complementary
value-adding activities.5 The model borrows elements from the literature on non-scale free
resources and resource redeployment (Levinthal & Wu, 2010; Sakhartov & Folta, 2014, 2015) as
well as from the value-based literature in strategic management (Chatain, 2014; Chatain &
Zemsky, 2007, 2011; Jia, 2013; Postrel, 2018; Wan & Wu, 2017). By design, the model does not
incorporate coordination costs, technological interdependencies, or supermodular complemen-
tarities. Therefore, if integration occurs, it does so due to resource characteristics, even in the
absence of these often-cited drivers of integration decisions (Alchian & Demsetz, 1972;
Garicano & Wu, 2012; Helfat & Campo-Rembado, 2016; Postrel, 2009).

For ease of exposition, we first assume perfectly elastic demand so as to focus our attention on
the properties of internal resources. Later, we generalize this approach to include richer character-
izations of the demand environment, and show that our results can be readily extended to incorpo-
rate the combined effects of resource-driven and demand-side returns to scale.

3.1 | Resource attributes and production

To illustrate the basic mechanisms at play, consider an economy with a simple demand envi-
ronment where the final customer pays a constant amount V for the final product a^b,6 con-
sisting of two components, a and b, in one-to-one proportion, with the value of the components
in isolation being normalized to zero. The bundle a^b can be thought of as the output of an
ecosystem whose components exhibit strict complementarities of the type that “a doesn't ‘func-
tion’ without b” (Adner, 2017; Jacobides et al., 2018) as in the case of processing units and oper-
ating systems for personal computers (Casadesus-Masanell & Yoffie, 2007); or of an ecosystem
whose components exhibit complementarities of the type that “a functions better with b” as in
the case of smartphones and compatible applications (in this latter case, the value of a
smartphone without applications is nonzero, but it can be normalized to zero so that
V represents the value added by the applications (Postrel, 2018)).

To produce a and b, the focal firm (firm i) allocates its resource bundle, r, to the two activi-
ties by allocating τ ∊ 0,1½ � to activity a and 1−τð Þ to b, generating outputs Qia τrð Þ and

5A decision-theoretic model allows us to highlight the core results around the internal resources of the focal firm. We
later study a game-theoretic model endogenizing competition and value capture, both showing the robustness of our
main results and generating additional insights.
6The demand for the bundle a^b=min a,bf g is perfectly elastic, meaning that V is constant and independent of the
quantity of a^b supplied to the market.
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Qib 1−τð Þrð Þ, respectively. The production functions Qia and Qib follow scaling laws with scaling
exponent σ>0 characterized by the relation Qia trð Þ= tσQia rð Þ and Qib trð Þ= tσQib rð Þ for any
scalar t.7 The scaling exponent here, σ, corresponds to the supply-side returns to scale of the
firm's resource bundle. However, as we later demonstrate, σ can more generally be interpreted
as a parameter that captures the combined effects of supply-side and demand-side returns to
scale, that is, as the overall scalability of the firm's resource bundle. In this interpretation, if
σ>1, then the resource bundle is scalable, which represents the archetype of a digital firm in
which supply-side returns to scale due to economies in software development (Arthur, 1996)
and positive feedback loops in data analytics (Agrawal et al., 2018) are reinforced by demand-
side network effects (Adner et al., 2019; Arthur, 1989, 1996; Sutton, 1997; Wessel et al., 2017). If
σ<1, the bundle is non-scalable, which would be consistent with an archetypical industrial firm
for which decreasing returns from a downward-sloping demand curve combine with supply-
side returns to scale that are either decreasing, constant, or only slightly increasing.8 The case
of σ=1 separates the scalable and non-scalable ranges of the scalability parameter.9

The focal firm's resources have a greater baseline productivity in a, the main activity, than in
the complementary activity b, so that ∂VQia 1ð Þ

∂r =ς 1ð Þ≥ ∂VQib 1ð Þ
∂r =φ 1ð Þ>0. As in prior work

(Levinthal & Wu, 2010), the relative magnitude of the constants ς 1ð Þ and φ 1ð Þ defines the fungi-
bility of the firm's resources, that is, the degree to which one unit of the firm's resources per-
forms worse when redeployed from the main activity to the complementary one (Anand &
Singh, 1997; Montgomery & Wernerfelt, 1988). Our parameter space also contains the limit case
ς 1ð Þ=φ 1ð Þ, allowing for resources to perform equally well in both applications (i.e., resources
can be perfectly fungible).

The cost of accumulating resources is given by C rð Þ. The function C �ð Þ goes through the ori-
gin, is twice differentiable, monotonically increasing, and convex, and satisfies the condition
∂C rð Þ
∂r ≤ς rð Þ for r≤r0 and ∂C rð Þ

∂r >ς rð Þ for r>r0, where ς rð Þ= ∂VQia rð Þ
∂r . This condition ensures that the

firm will not accumulate an infinite amount of resources, because at some point the productiv-
ity of the firm's resource bundle at the margin does not justify additional investments in
resource accumulation (Viner, 1932; West, 2017). Indeed, it is reasonable to expect that the
accumulation costs of resources may be convex due to time compression diseconomies, which
eventually outweigh the benefits of internally developing additional resources (Dierickx &
Cool, 1989; Giustiziero, 2020; Giustiziero, Kaul & Wu, 2019; Pacheco-de-Almeida &
Zemsky, 2003, 2007). Ultimately, firms accumulate resources through a coordinated process of
acquiring resource factors externally and combining them with internally developed firm-
specific components, both of which are difficult to ramp up quickly. For example, the scaling of
a digital resource bundle may be limited by the co-specialized non-scale-free resources in the
bundle, which become increasingly costly to accumulate rapidly. Examples of such co-

7The functions Qia and Qib are homogeneous of degree σ. Homogeneity is a property of a large family of production
functions, including the Cobb–Douglas production function.
8Because scalability approximates the reduced form of supply-side and demand-side returns to scale, it is reasonable to
assume σ to be the same for the two components a and b in the current situation, allowing us to focus on core
constructs. Demand-side returns to scale are the same in the two activities because the demand from consumers is for
the complete product a^b, not for the individual components. Moreover, returns to scale on the supply side are also
likely to be similar. Were they to differ significantly, the underlying productive resources would have to be different,
thus violating a key premise of the resource allocation problem in the model that the resource bundle is applicable to
both value-adding activities. Future research can explore situations where σ differs across components.
9Mathematically, the case σ=1 generates equivalent results to the case σ>1 as far as the propositions in the paper are
concerned. We use term “scalable resource bundles” for σ>1 for expositional purposes.
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specialized resources include human capital to create, maintain, and upgrade the digital
resources, and complementary resources in functions like logistics, marketing, and customer
service, as well as complementary physical assets like servers and warehouses.

3.2 | Integration and outsourcing regimes

The allocation of the resource bundle to value-adding activities maps onto three regimes: full
integration (perform both a and b in-house); partial integration (perform a and some b in-house
and source additional b from complementors); and specialization (perform only a in-house and
fully source b from complementors). Formally, given the focal firm's resource allocation τI such
that equal quantities of both components are produced in-house, Qia τIrð Þ=Qib 1−τIð Þ rð Þ, then:
(a) full integration is equivalent to choosing τ=τI , (b) partial integration to τ=τC∈ τI ,1ð Þ, and
(c) specialization to τ=τS=1.

If the focal firm outsources b, then αV , with α ∊ 0,1ð Þ, is the share of the total value (created
by the firm and complementor(s) together) that is captured by the complementor(s) for each
unit of b. The parameter α measures the per unit value foregone by the focal firm by out-
sourcing, and thus represents the cost of using the market (which can be interpreted more
broadly than simply value sharing).10 This resembles an ad valorem contract (Hagiu &
Wright, 2019; Wang & Wright, 2017) typical of platform intermediaries (e.g., Amazon, Uber)
and licensing deals (e.g., Netflix, Spotify), but also a parameter proportional to the price paid by
a buyer to a supplier (Bennett, 2013). For now, we consider α as exogenous to the firm's
decision, which lets us focus on the role of internal resources in the focal firm's choices and
outcomes. We later relax this restriction and develop a more general model where the
“realized α” is the result of a bargaining process between the focal firm and one or more
complementors.

Together with the allocation of resources, the firm also determines how much to invest
in its resource bundle according to the cost function C rð Þ, thus facing a two-variable optimi-
zation problem in τ and r. Because the order of the maximization does not affect the outcome
(Athey, Milgrom, & Roberts, 1998), we consider a two-stage maximization where the firm first
decides how much to invest in its resource bundle and then how to apportion its resource bun-
dle between the two activities a and b (Kretschmer & Puranam, 2008; Levinthal & Wu, 2010).
Working backward, the optimal resource allocation in the second stage maximizes the objective
function π τ,rð Þ=VQia τrð Þ−αV Qia τrð Þ−Qib 1−τð Þrð Þð Þ, where VQia τrð Þ corresponds to the reve-
nues from the final good and αV Qia τrð Þ−Qib 1−τð Þrð Þð Þ to the costs of outsourcing component
b. After rearranging, the objective function can be written as:

π τ,rð Þ= 1−αð ÞVQia τrð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}+αVQib 1−τð Þrð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Benefits

of Specialization
Opportunity Cost
of Specialization

ð1Þ

The two terms on the right-hand side of Equation (1) highlight the tradeoff faced by the firm
when allocating its resources. When τ=1, the firm specializes in a and generates revenues

10As we show in our model extension in the Online Appendix, the cost of using the market can include transaction
costs.
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equivalent to the first term, which corresponds to the benefits of specialization. However, if
τ=1, then 1−τð Þ=0 and the firm foregoes any share of value accruing from the second term,
which represents the opportunity cost of specialization. If the benefits of specialization always
outweigh the opportunity cost of not capturing all the value through integration for at least
some of the output, then the firm will allocate all of its resources to a. If not, the firm will opt to
capture more (partial integration) or all (full integration) of the value created by allocating at
least some of its resources to the complementary activity b.

3.3 | Solution space

Figure 2 describes the solution space of our model, showing the relationship among the scal-
ability of the resource bundle, the value distribution, and sourcing regimes. (An analytical solu-
tion to the firm's maximization problem is provided in the Online Appendix.) Darker colors
correspond to lower values of τ, and consequently to more integration. The black solid line
traces the value of α beyond which collaborating with the complementor(s) is too costly, trigger-
ing full integration. We denote this value as “critical α” or α*. The critical α is a function of the
value of the firm's outside option, integration, relative to outsourcing.11 As Figure 2 demon-
strates, when α is below the critical threshold α*, the firm benefits from outsourcing, but in dif-
ferent ways for industrial and digital firms. This contrast is summarized in the following
proposition.

Proposition 1. (Discontinuous integration): For industrial firms, an incremental
change in the cost of outsourcing triggers a gradual change in integration; that is, inte-
gration choices are evaluated at the intensive margin. In contrast, for digital firms, an
incremental change in the cost of outsourcing can trigger a discontinuous change
between full integration and full specialization; that is, integration choices are evalu-
ated at the extensive margin. (Proof in Online Appendix.)

Proposition 1 demonstrates that the optimal strategy follows different logics depending on
whether the firm's resource bundle is non-scalable (σ<1) or scalable (σ>1). When the resource
bundle is non-scalable (industrial firms), productivity in the firm's main activity eventually pla-
teaus and the firm can improve resource utilization by redeploying some resources from the
main activity to the complementary one. So, profits increase along the intensive margin via a
partial integration strategy that equates the (marginal) performance of the firm's resources in
a to that in b. Partial integration generates the distinctive “fan-shaped” region on the left side of
Figure 2, which is the result of tradeoffs between two underlying mechanisms: scalability facili-
tates the use of the firm's resource bundle in multiple applications, which leads to more integra-
tion, but it also makes some specialization attractive because performance in the main
application deteriorates more slowly.

As in prior research (Parmigiani, 2007; Parmigiani & Mitchell, 2009), partial integration in
our model requires resources to be fungible. However, even perfect fungibility is insufficient;
the resource bundle also needs to be non-scalable. Thus, we expect partial integration to be
more common in industrial settings, a result consistent with both within-industry studies

11The critical α (= α*) can asymptotically get close to 1, but cannot reach (or exceed) 1; otherwise, the focal firm would
incur a loss or make no profits with specialization, an outcome inferior to what it could attain with integration.
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(Parmigiani, 2007; Parmigiani & Mitchell, 2009) and cross-industry ones (Atalay, Hortaçsu, &
Syverson, 2014). In contrast to the equilibration logic that drives partial integration for non-
scalable resource bundles, the resource allocation of scalable resource bundles (σ>1, as in the
right panel of Figure 1) leads to “bang–bang” outcomes that skip intermediate concurrent
sourcing. Because the performance of a scalable resource bundle never plateaus, the firm can-
not maximize along the intensive margin. It must examine alternatives at the extensive margin,
comparing the overall profits of the two corner solutions: (full) integration and (full) specializa-
tion. If the value captured by the complementor (α) is not high enough to outweigh the benefits
of growth in the main activity, the firm specializes fully in pursuit of exponential growth in the
main activity. Such outcomes mirror the “full stack” (integration) versus “no stack” (specializa-
tion) debate in Silicon Valley. Full-stack firms, like Peloton, an exercise equipment and media
company, “build a complete, end-to-end product or service. … [which requires that] … you need
to get good at many different things: software, hardware, design, consumer marketing, supply
chain management, sales, partnerships, regulation, etc.” (Dixon, 2014), while no-stack compa-
nies, like Twilio, a cloud communication platform, “focus on the last mile of value they provide
… focus on doing only one thing—hopefully well—and utilize other services for everything

FIGURE 2 Scalability, value distribution, and sourcing regimes. The figure reports the results of a numerical

simulation of the relationship among the scalability of the resource bundle, the value distribution, and sourcing

regimes, represented by the parameters σ, α, and τ, respectively. Darker colors correspond to more integration.

The black solid line traces the critical value of α (= α*) beyond which collaborating with the complementor is

too costly, triggering full integration. The optimal strategy follows different logics depending on whether

resources are non-scalable (left side, σ<1) or scalable (right side, σ>1)
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else” (Weissman, 2015). As Fred Wilson (2015), a venture capitalist, puts it, “the best
approaches are at both ends of the spectrum. Either go full stack or go no stack.”12

Interestingly, the contrast highlighted in Proposition 1 is also consistent with the Silicon Val-
ley mantra for early-stage ventures: “to scale, do things that don't scale” (Hoffman & Yeh, 2018).
Consider the case of Airbnb. When Airbnb was a tiny startup, well before it became a digitally
scaled firm, its founders realized that the chances of renting a room on Airbnb depended greatly
on the quality of photographs. Because Airbnb was operating a rudimentary website and had not
yet invested much in digital technologies, the founders did this activity in-house for a significant
portion of their hosts (those in New York). Chesky (2017), CEO and co-founder of Airbnb,
recounts: “We literally would knock on the doors of all of our hosts [in New York]. We had their
addresses and […] we'd show up at their door and they're like ‘Wow. This company is pretty
small.’” However, once the company reached a critical mass and increased scalability by
investing in its digital platform, the company's strategy progressively shifted, first to managing
many independent freelance photographers and eventually to an automated system for a global
network of freelance photographers (Hoffman & Yeh, 2018), all driven by Airbnb's increasing
opportunity costs of allocating resources to the complementary activity of photography. As this
example illustrates, even highly scalable digital firms often begin with less scalable non-digital
resources, and this transition over time reshapes the firm's integration choices as it moves from
the non-scalable region (left side) to the scalable region (right side) of Figure 2.

3.4 | Resource attributes and hyperspecialization

Our second result outlines the relationship between the scalability of resources and the critical α
(= α*). It provides a rationale for referring to outsourcing in digital firms as hyperspecialization,
which we define to mean the firm's propensity to specialize and not integrate even when the cost
of “using the market” (captured here by the value shared with the complementor) is quite high.
Thus, hyperspecialization is very different from ordinary specialization that arises when the
resource bundle is non-scalable, which can be sustained only when the cost of using the market
is low. We denote as critical α (= α*) the maximum value share the focal firm is willing to forego
by outsourcing, i.e., the maximum cost of using the market tolerated by the firm before it inte-
grates. Proposition 2 characterizes its relationship to scalability.

Proposition 2. (Scalability and hyperspecialization): The critical α is increasing
in scalability for digital firms and decreasing in scalability for industrial firms. (Proof
in Online Appendix.)

Proposition 2 demonstrates how the effect of scalability on the decision to integrate differs in
industrial (σ<1) and digital (σ>1) firms. Consistent with our understanding of industrial firms
(Chandler, 1977, 1990), higher scalability improves the attractiveness of full integration relative
to outsourcing when σ<1, causing the critical α (= α*) line on the left side of Figure 2 to slope
downward. This happens because higher scalability creates “excess capacity” and facilitates the
leveraging of the firm's resource bundle in multiple applications: the more scalable it is, the eas-
ier it is for the firm to scale operations into both activities. In digital firms (σ>1), however,

12Although transaction cost and coordination cost logics can also be used to suggest these full stack versus no stack
arguments, they would not suggest a choice between the two polar alternatives, as our theory does.
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scalability has the opposite effect. In this region, even if resources are perfectly fungible, the
firm can achieve greater productivity by focusing on just one activity because the firm avoids
breaking up its resource bundle, and thus sustains its growth along the exponential trajectory.
Moreover, because the firm can offset the value foregone in using the market by significantly
increasing output volume, the more scalable the firm's resource bundle, the lower the mini-
mum share of value the firm is willing to accept in order to specialize rather than integrate. Put
differently, for digital firms with highly scalable resource bundles the impetus to specialize can
be incredibly strong, so much so that it overpowers typical drivers of integration—these firms
are simply propelled toward hyperspecialization. In Figure 2, this effect is reflected in the
upward sloping critical α (= α*) line for digital firms (σ>1). Proposition 2 finds real-world cor-
roboration in the digital businesses of firms like Airbnb, in which high scalability goes hand in
hand with a relatively small share of value (only 3% commissions) but for a huge number of
transactions, whereas traditional hotel chains like Hilton and Marriott with less scalable
resource bundles remain partially integrated and yet receive 8–12% commissions from third
parties who, like Airbnb hosts, own and manage vacation properties (McNew, 2018).

Next, we examine the fungibility of the firm's resource bundle and its relationship with inte-
gration choices. The prior RBV literature has heavily focused on fungibility as a resource attri-
bute when examining corporate scope (Levinthal & Wu, 2010; Montgomery &
Wernerfelt, 1988). To understand its role more completely, we examine how fungibility works
in industrial and digital contexts, and especially how it compares to scalability.

Proposition 3. (Fungibility and hyperspecialization): For both industrial and
digital firms, the critical α is decreasing in the fungibility of the firm's resource bundle.
(Proof in Online Appendix.)

Proposition 3 demonstrates that, unlike with scalability, the critical α (= α*) decreases with fungi-
bility for both scalable and non-scalable resources (see Figure 3). This is because fungibility boosts
the productivity of the firm's resources in the complementary activity, thus favoring the sourcing
regime that uses resources in both activities, that is, integration. Propositions 2 and 3 together show
an interesting contrast between industrial and digital environments. In traditional industrial firms,
the two resource attributes commonly associated with the “value” of a resource, scalability and fun-
gibility (Schmidt & Keil, 2013), have the same implications for the firm: both facilitate leveraging
the firm's resources in multiple applications, allowing the firm to take its competitive advantage
from one stage to create value in others. In digital firms, however, scalability and fungibility have
opposite implications. While higher fungibility renders integration more attractive, higher scalability
favors specialization even when the cost of using the market is substantial.

The evolution of the vertical scope of Netflix helps to illustrate our theory. Netflix started in
1997 with a DVD rental-by-mail business model, and relentlessly invested in digitalization and
software-driven automation from the outset. The company's datasets, back-end software, and
recommendation algorithms were key digital resources that (along with digital distribution
through a platform) likely put the company in the scalable region of our model (σ>1).13

13Included in these scaling advantages were the low marginal costs of providing a wide DVD assortment in an internet
retailing model, relative to a bricks and mortar movie rental company like Blockbuster. Netflix's software, including its
algorithms and customer DVD queue feature, also enabled efficient management of its inventory and distribution,
which further improved with scale. On the demand side, the scalability of Netflix resources was further enhanced by
highly elastic demand due to the rapid adoption of DVD players among U.S. households.
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Consistent with our model, Netflix remained focused on taking advantage of the growth oppor-
tunities in its DVD rentals business, and not integrating into upstream content production.
Indeed, “Singular focus” were the first two words of the company's second-ever annual report,
in 2003. In its DVD rental business, Netflix bought DVDs and—under the first sale doctrine of
copyright law—simply rented them out without further payments to the movie studios. In the
late-2000s, as it switched to online streaming, Netflix faced a significant increase in its content
costs. Without the first sale doctrine to rely on, Netflix needed to take licenses for content
from studios, who began demanding higher prices, thus increasing the value share (α) that
Netflix was forced to forego. Netflix's content costs reportedly went from $229 million in 2010
to more than $1 billion in 2011 (Kafka, 2010, 2011a). In response, Netflix integrated into commis-
sioning and owning original content. Ted Sarandos, Netflix's chief content officer at the time,
explained (Kafka, 2011b): “[W]ould [I] prefer to license previous seasons of HBO, Showtime, Starz
shows? Sure. And if those shows are not going to be made widely available in decent [price] win-
dows, then my other alternative would be to compete with those guys for those shows.” Netflix's
fungible digital resources, which provided insights into customer preferences, facilitated its vertical
integration by providing the company with an information advantage in content development.
When acquiring the rights to House of Cards, Netflix outbid networks including HBO, Showtime,
and AMC, and even made a two-season commitment (instead of the typical commitment to a pilot),
based on customer insights from its proprietary data. Since then, original content as a share of new
content in Netflix's portfolio has steadily increased (except when content production was

FIGURE 3 Fungibility's effect on critical α. The figure illustrates the downward shift in the critical α (= α*)

line with an increase in fungibility. Fungibility also changes the degree of outsourcing undertaken in the partial

integration region, which is not illustrated in the figure (and is difficult to discern in a single graph). The

boundary between the partial integration region and the specialization region remains unchanged
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interrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic). Thus, Netflix has been integrating in the direction
predicted by our model given the scalability and fungibility of its resource bundle, as well as
changes in the value share captured by content owners.14

3.5 | Hyperscaling and hyperspecialization

When the resource bundle is scalable (σ>1), scalability begets specialization, which begets even
more scale. This occurs because the focused allocation of resources to a given activity can
increase output exponentially, which incentivizes firms to accumulate larger resource bundles
and grow their resource base exponentially, an outcome we refer to as hyperscaling. Therefore,
hyperscaling is not just a function of scalability but also influenced by hyperspecialization. To
show this, we move back to the first stage of the model, turning our attention to the firm's opti-
mal investment in its resource bundle, which depends on the sourcing regime chosen. For-

mally, the firm's optimal resource investment satisfies the first-order condition
∂π τj,rð Þ

∂r = ∂C rð Þ
∂r for

j∈ S,C, If g, which is reached when the cost of additional investment equals the (marginal) produc-
tivity of the firm's resource bundle. Similar to Chandler's (1990) focus on assets, we focus on the size
of the firm's resource bundle (which in turn also determines the size of revenues and profits in our
model) as the representative measure of firm size.15 As shown in the following proposition, hyperscaling
in firm size is only partly explained by scalability; it is also explained by hyperspecialization.

Proposition 4. (Hyperscaling and hyperspecialization): Specialized digital
firms are larger than integrated digital firms as well as fully or partly integrated indus-
trial firms; however, the relative scale difference between specialized and integrated dig-
ital firms decreases with the fungibility of the integrated firms' resource bundle. (Proof
in Online Appendix.)

This proposition highlights that, unlike industrial firms in which—to borrow from Chandler's
famous book title (Chandler, 1990)—scale and scope went hand in hand, digital (scalable) firms
have a propensity toward greater scale that is instead supported by their specialization. Our
comparison in Proposition 4 pits specialized firms against both integrated firms with the same
scalable resource bundles, and specialized or integrated firms with non-scalable resource bun-
dles. If two firms utilize identical and scalable (σ>1) resource bundles, but one is specialized
and the other is not, the specialized firm is larger. In contrast, for non-scalable (σ<1) resource
bundles, the integrated firm is larger than the specialized one, consistent with Chandler's thesis
(Chandler, 1990). These results suggest that digital firms not only have a propensity for hyper-
scaling, but also that hyperspecialization and hyperscaling are mutually reinforcing. Figure 4
illustrates the relationship between scalability of the resource bundle and the scale of the firm
when firms fully integrate or fully specialize. When resources are non-scalable, the solid line

14Original programming as a share of new content in Netflix's portfolio has been increasing, but it has not gone to 100%
as our model would predict. One reason Netflix still licenses content from media companies is that the cost of using the
market did not increase as much in some cases—for example, legacy content, or content from media companies that
need a good digital distribution partner. Also, Netflix often licenses content through longer term contracts, and the
firm's integration is increasing as these contracts expire (e.g., with the Walt Disney Company in 2019).
15Because the extent of labor employed in production can be lower when digital resources are used, our results cannot
be extended to make predictions about employment.
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corresponding to integration dominates the dashed one corresponding to specialization. This
pattern changes when resources are scalable, with the difference between the two lines
corresponding to a specialization effect—that is, extra scaling due to the complementarity
between scalable resource bundles and specialization.16 These findings reveal an important stra-
tegic trade-off inherent in the allocation of scalable resource bundles in digital firms: when they
shrink their range of activities, they are able to grow more in size. When resources are non-scal-
able, however, we revert to the organizational landscape of traditional industries, with inte-
grated firms growing larger than their specialized counterparts.

Another feature illustrated in Figure 4 is that the specialization effect increases more than
proportionally with scalability for digital firms. If two firms both have scalable resource bun-
dles, then the firm with a more highly scalable resource bundle is not only larger, but the

FIGURE 4 Specialization's effect on scaling. The figure shows the relationship between the scalability of the

firm's resource bundle σ and the scale (size) of the firm (captured by the optimal size of the firm's resource

bundle r) at the two ends of the sourcing continuum, integration and specialization. When the firm's resource

bundle is non-scalable (left side, σ<1, as in an archetypal industrial firm) the solid line corresponding to firm

size under integration dominates the dashed one corresponding to firm size under specialization. This changes

when resources are scalable (right side, σ>1, as in an archetypal digital firm), with the difference between the

two lines corresponding to an enhancement of the resource scaling effect to one of hyperscaling—that is, the

optimal scale of the firm becomes increasingly larger due to the complementarity between scalability and

specialization

16As an interesting subtlety, an increase in the scalability exponent increases scale (as shown in Figure 4) only if the
optimal r exceeds a certain threshold. This cut-off value for r identifies a point whose surpassing can lead to sustained
growth and can be interpreted as a tipping point, a critical mass or minimum resource base that must be attained in
order to trigger hyperscaling. This is often the case with digital goods, which typically require a substantial upfront
investment, but then scale at almost no cost. As noted by Arthur (1996, p. 103) “the first disk of Windows to go out the
door cost Microsoft $50 million; the second and subsequent disks cost $3.”
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additional boost to firm size from specialization is disproportionately higher for this firm. Thus,
digital firms that have very highly scalable resource bundles experience an outsized specializa-
tion effect; that is, they become extremely large when they specialize. Further, Proposition 4
compares two integrated firms with resource bundles that have different levels of fungibility
with a specialized one, positing that the integrated firm with a more fungible resource bundle
has a smaller relative size penalty from integration. This result follows from the fact that the
integrated firm with more fungible resources is more efficient on average in its secondary activ-
ity, which justifies investment in greater scale (more resources). Thus, our model predicts that
the size penalty associated with integration may be smaller for firms whose vertical integration
is facilitated by fungible resources (like the Netflix example above). That said, the scaling pen-
alty associated with integration for digital (scalable) firms does not converge to zero at any level
of fungibility.

Proposition 4 is consistent with the observation that the largest companies by market capi-
talization in the 1950s and 1960s, such as GM, AT&T, DuPont, and Standard Oil, are all classic
examples of vertically integrated corporations, which are featured in Chandler's historical
accounts. By contrast, many of the largest companies by market capitalization today are suc-
cessful as specialized super-intermediaries, whose business models involve mediating between
complementors in ecosystems. To date, firms like Google, Facebook, and Microsoft “continue to
derive the bulk of their revenues and, for the most part, profits from the [core] businesses which
made them into trillion- or near-trillion-dollar companies” (The Economist, 2021b). These firms
have surpassed their industrial counterparts in terms of output volumes, market capitalization,
and asset values, despite being more specialized.

Proposition 4 is also consistent with changes over time in the semiconductor industry. The
impact of Moore's (First) Law on the semiconductor industry—exponentially increasing minia-
turization and reducing costs per unit—is well known. However, the industry has also been
shaped by “Moore's Second Law,” which asserts that the cost of an integrated circuit
(IC) fabrication plant (fab) will double every 4 years (Moore, 1995) and has sharply increased
the returns to scale in IC fabrication over time.17 In turn, these changes have led to more con-
solidation among firms (scale) and the emergence of dedicated fabs (specialization) as the domi-
nant type of IC firm.18 This example illustrates the applicability of our theory (in some cases) to
industries beyond digital businesses, so long as scalable resource bundles are present.

3.6 | Endogenizing the firm's value share

Our main model sets the fraction of value shared by the focal firm with complementors (α) to
be exogenous. We now endogenize α by modeling two key aspects of the complementor market:
the number of complementors (Brandenburger & Nalebuff, 1996; Porter, 1980) and their pro-
ductivity (Barney, 1999; Jacobides & Winter, 2005). We model the complementor market as
consisting of N identical firms. Each generates outputs Qja τjrj

� �
and Qjb 1−τj

� �
rj

� �
, where Qja

and Qjb are scaling laws with scaling exponent σj>0: Complementor productivity is analogous

17In addition to supply-side scale economies, IC fabs also benefit from demand-side network externalities due to the
availability of complements in the form of validated semiconductor design modules that meet their manufacturing
design rules (Linden & Somaya, 2003).
18Prior research has primarily emphasized the role of transaction costs and their decline through modularization in
explaining the vertical disintegration of the industry (Linden & Somaya, 2003; Macher & Mowery, 2004); however,
declining transaction costs alone would not explain increasing consolidation among IC fabrication firms.
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to firm i's, with complementors having a greater baseline productivity in b, the complementary

activity, such that ∂VQjb 1ð Þ
∂rj

=φj 1ð Þ≥ ∂VQja 1ð Þ
∂rj

=ςj 1ð Þ>0: A complementor's cost of acquiring

resources is given by C rð Þ, defined analogously to firm i's cost function. For added realism we

also incorporate transaction costs, measured as the value (θ) lost in coordinating market

exchanges (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1975), such that whenever the component b is outsourced

the complementors only receive θα, with θ ∊ 0,1ð Þ.19 The role of transaction costs is qualitatively

similar to that of sharing value (α); they increase the costs of using the market but do not funda-

mentally alter the insights derived from our model.
Our extension shows that the value share captured by complementors increases when the

number of complementors shrinks. The intuition behind this result is simple: when competition
among complementors decreases, their relative bargaining power with respect to the focal firm
increases, resulting in the remaining complementors receiving a larger share of the value pie
(formally, ∂α

∂ −Nð Þ>0). This confirms a key finding of the IO-based strategy literature
(e.g., Brandenburger & Nalebuff, 1996; Porter, 1980), which suggests that outsourcing tends to
be more favorable in more competitive complementor markets (Hecker & Kretschmer, 2010).
This baseline result serves as a “reality check” for our model.

Perhaps more counterintuitive is the result that the value share captured by complementors

increases when their productivity decreases (formally, ∂α
∂ −φj 1ð Þð Þ>0). Metaphorically speaking,

this result indicates that the focal firm is willing to “compensate” the complementors in a man-
ner proportional to their “incompetence.” This happens because the focal firm benefits from
the scale of complementors' output. Therefore, it is willing to concede a larger share to less-
productive complementors to offset their inferior productivity and incentivize them to invest in
capacity. In industrial firms, however, any increase in α due to a decrease in complementor pro-
ductivity also induces the focal firm to expand its vertical scope through partial integration
(as illustrated on the left-hand side of Figure 2). This effect is stronger the more fungible and
productive the focal firm's resources; thus less productive complementor resources generate a
dynamic akin to the canonical prediction of the RBV literature that firms expand their vertical
scope if their resources are fungible and more productive than those of complementors. For dig-
ital firms, however, resource superiority does not lead to more integration unless α reaches the
critical α (= α*) line (as illustrated on the right-hand side of Figure 2); instead, the focal firm
foregoes increasing shares of the value created as a way to incentivize supply of the complemen-
tary products or services.20

Consider for instance the case of Shopify, an e-commerce platform that connects mer-
chants operating online stores with developers creating specialized apps (Dushnitsky &
Stroube, 2021). Shopify's ecosystem of third-party app developers captures a much larger
share of revenues than Shopify itself. In 2019, Shopify's revenue was around $1.5 billion,
whereas the partner ecosystem generated more than $6.9 billion (Holmes, 2020). As Tobias
Lütke (2020), co-founder and CEO of Shopify, explains: “What we did to get the platform off
the ground is to basically leave all the economics for Shopify on the table and give it to the

19Although we assume that transaction costs are directly borne by complementors, they are indirectly borne by the focal
firm i since α is increasing in −θ (see proof in the Online Appendix), and would have a similar effect if they were borne
by the focal firm or split between the focal firm and the complementor(s).
20This happens despite the absence of administrative and bureaucratic costs, which would tilt the firm calculus toward
outsourcing (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1975). Indeed, the existence of increasing returns at the technological level is
equivalent to assuming that administrative and bureaucratic costs are not substantial (Coase, 1937).
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third-party app developers. […] I think Bill Gates said this, I think it's almost called the
‘Gates line’—You are not a platform until the people who are building on you make more
money than you do. […] It's hard to do, because you are leaving a lot of economics that you
could easily take for yourself on the table—or actually, you are investing it into your own
future by giving it to other people.”

These tradeoffs are illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 5 reveals how the complementor's value
share changes with its relative productivity (on the horizontal axis). While a decrease in com-
plementor productivity initially leads to a continuous increase in its value share, once the real-
ized α reaches the critical α (= α*) line, outsourcing becomes too costly compared to internal
production and the focal firm switches to integration.21 Thus, the sourcing regime exhibits a
combination of continuous and discontinuous change as a result of two conceptual drivers. One
driver is the continuous increase in value shared within the outsourcing regime as com-
plementor productivity decreases, whereas the other is the discontinuous transition to integra-
tion when sufficiently low levels of complementor productivity force the focal firm to cut out
complementors and stop outsourcing. We summarize these insights in the following
proposition.

FIGURE 5 Complementor productivity and value capture. The figure illustrates how the value share that a

digital firm is willing to forego (α) changes as the relative capability of the complementors φj 1ð Þ
� �

decreases.

The focal firm's resources are set to be perfectly fungible, with productivity in both applications normalized to

1. There is a region on the horizontal axis (from 1 to approximately 0.54) in which the focal firm is more

competent than the complementors, but does not integrate. As the complementors become less productive, not

only does the focal firm continue to outsource to them but the value share it is willing to forego also increases.

Once this value share reaches the critical α (= α*), the firm finds it optimal to integrate and no longer shares any

value with the complementors. We note that a complementor cannot profitably undercut the competition. If a

complementor offered a lower α to the focal firm, such complementor would not capture the whole market. On

the contrary, it would scale less because a lower α would reduce the returns of its resources and its incentives to

invest in capacity

21For completeness, note that integration also occurs when the realized α falls below the complementors' critical α, that
is, the minimum share of the value created that the complementors will accept to collaborate with the focal firm.
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Proposition 5. (Realized α): In digital firms, the value share captured by com-
plementors, α, increases when complementor productivity decreases up to the critical
threshold α*. If complementor productivity declines further, digital firms will integrate
and make the input in-house. (Proof in Online Appendix.)

One implication of Proposition 5 emerges from examining different parts of the scalable region in
Figure 2. For digital firms, integration is more likely to be triggered when margins are thinner (the
value share foregone is larger) because a sudden switch to integration occurs only in the proximity
of the critical α (= α*) line, which in turn is increasing in scalability. Consider Amazon's different
strategies for its two key businesses, e-commerce (retail) and cloud (AWS). Amazon's margins are
thinner in e-commerce, consistent with its retailing complementors being arguably less competent.
Amazon has demonstrated an appetite for internalizing adjacent activities in e-commerce, such as
logistics (trucking and air freight investments to disintermediate UPS and FedEx) and product
development (displacing third-party sellers by introducing its own private labels) (Schreiber, 2016;
Zhu & Liu, 2018). By comparison, Amazon has largely refrained from integrating into com-
plementors' businesses in cloud computing (Hoffman & Yeh, 2018). The relationship between
AWS and Twilio, a business-to-business cloud communication platform that hosts its services on
AWS, is a case in point. As one commentator observed around the time of Twilio's IPO
(Seward, 2016): “Twilio customers, in other words, are outsourcing messaging to Twilio, which in
turn outsources to Amazon. […] You could argue this is a precarious position to be in because
Amazon could always decide to make messaging a feature of AWS.” However, “the two companies
are better described as partners rather than competitors” (Sun, 2017), illustrating how superior and
fungible resources might not be a sufficient motivation for integration in digital firms.

3.7 | Incorporating the demand environment

Thus far, we assumed perfectly elastic demand, which lets the firm sell unlimited quantities of
the final product a^b for a fixed price in the market, and has thus largely isolated the model
from demand side features. However, a firm's impetus to specialize and grow ultimately
depends on a combination of supply and demand forces (Helfat & Eisenhardt, 2004;
Makadok, 1999; Penrose, 1959; Sakhartov & Folta, 2015). For example, decreasing returns on
the demand side from a downward-sloping demand curve can limit the benefits of selling larger
output volumes. We now incorporate a richer demand environment in our model using the
Dixit-Stiglitz system of monopolistic competition (Alfaro, Antràs, Chor, & Conconi, 2019;
Dixit & Stiglitz, 1977; Helpman, 1985). In this system, the (inverse) demand function follows
the scaling law V =AQia

1−ρð Þ=ρ, where parameter ρ>0 determines the demand-side returns to
scale.22 A downward-sloping demand corresponds to ρ>1, perfectly elastic demand to ρ=1, and

22In the Dixit-Stiglitz system, the (inverse) demand function corresponds to the scaling law V=AQia
1−ρð Þ=ρ, where V is

the value for the final consumer and A>0 is a given term for the firm. Assuming the focal firm captures the full surplus
from customers (as in the main model), the resource allocation problem described in Equation (1) generalizes to the
maximization of π τ,rð Þ= 1−αð ÞAρQia τrð Þ1=ρ+αAρQib 1−τð Þrð Þ1=ρ, wherein Qia τrð Þ1=ρ and Qib 1−τð Þrð Þ1=ρ follow scaling
laws of degree σ=ρ. The model extension leading to Proposition 5 is robust to the Dixit-Stiglitz demand system of
monopolistic competition, in which for every product produced in-house, each complementor faces a demand curve
corresponding to Vj=AjQjb

1−ρjð Þ=ρj , with Aj,ρj>0. If Aj is exogenous, the Dixit-Stiglitz demand system will lead to
results that are qualitatively similar to Proposition 5. Alternatively, if Aj is endogenized as a decreasing function of the
number of firms producing differentiated goods, both the complementors and the focal firm would be more inclined to
cooperate because the monopolistic competition outcome would reduce the baseline level of demand for their products.
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increasing returns in demand to ρ<1. This demand environment can augment our model to
yield a profit equation similar to (1), wherein the revenues from the two complementary activi-
ties follow scaling laws of degree σ=ρ rather than σ. All our results generalize to the range of
demand conditions described above by simply substituting σ=ρ as the scalability parameter.
Thus, hyperspecialization and hyperscaling will occur only if σ=ρ>1. Demand-side returns to
scale can therefore be neutral, boost, or even negate the supply-side increasing returns to scale
of digital firms. For digital firms with highly elastic demand (ρ! 1Þ enabled by the ease of
global digital distribution, overall scalability will be primarily determined by supply-side returns
to scale (similar to our model above). However, for digital firms that either experience demand-
side increasing returns (due to network effects) or conversely face decreasing returns due to
downward-sloping demand curves, the demand side will complement or undermine, respec-
tively, supply-side returns to scale of digital firms' resource bundles.

4 | DISCUSSION

This article describes a theory of digital firms that explains how the scalability of their resource
bundles raises the opportunity cost of integration, and thus leads to specialization. We also
incorporate the fungibility and accumulation costs of resources and derive a set of additional
results: scalability will induce specialized firms to focus on volume rather than on capturing a
larger share of the value created with complementors, to out-scale integrated firms, and to
switch discontinuously from specialization to integration, whereas fungibility will mitigate
some of these effects. We now highlight our contributions to the theory of the firm, the RBV
theory of (vertical) integration, and future work on the RBV.

4.1 | A theory of the digital firm

Transaction costs have long been the centerpiece of theorizing on vertical integration, also
called “the theory of the firm” (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1975, 1999). A key contribution of our
paper is to offer a theory of integration choices in digital firms that relies not on transaction
costs but on the properties of digital firms' resource bundles. By highlighting how digitalization
affects scalability in both production and demand, our theory of the digital firm differs from
prior explanations for how information technologies have impacted economic organization. In
this conventional view, scholars have argued that information technology and the internet
would reduce transaction costs and thus lead to greater specialization and vertical “disintegra-
tion” into smaller firms (Brynjolfsson, Malone, Gurbaxani, & Kambil, 1994). Similarly, business
historians have proposed a “post-Chandlerian” form of economic organization in high technol-
ogy industries arising from greater modularity and more relational contracting (Lamoreaux,
Raff, & Temin, 2004; Langlois, 2003, 2004), resulting in less vertical integration and smaller firm
sizes. Thus, these transaction costs logics typically predict that digital firms would have reduced
scope (specialization) and reduced scale (or at least not hyperscaling). By drawing on the RBV
and especially the construct of scalability, our theory predicts that digital firms are likely to be
both highly specialized (hyperspecialization) and very large (hyperscaling), which appears con-
sistent with an emerging class of digital firms (Adner et al., 2019; Hoffman & Yeh, 2018; Parker,
Van Alstyne, & Choudary, 2016).
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Our theorizing further suggests that a reduction in transaction costs might be neither neces-
sary nor sufficient to explain the rise of ecosystems as a dominant form of economic organiza-
tion in the digital economy. In an extension in the Online Appendix, we show that transaction
costs play a very similar role to resource productivity differences, simply as another cost of
“using the market” (Chu & Wu, 2021; Mahoney & Qian, 2013), which can be offset by the
advantages of scaling. When digital firms have scalable resource bundles (arising in part due to
demand-side network effects in platforms), our theory suggests that they may be driven toward
greater specialization even in the presence of significant transaction costs. This is consistent
with the observation that in some sectors of the economy ecosystems have arisen not because of
lower transaction costs but to manage higher transaction and coordination costs (Baldwin &
Clark, 2008; Dosi, Gambardella, Grazzi, & Orsenigo, 2008). Similarly, scholars have noted that
ecosystems bind complementors in relationships of significant interdependence and often entail
more, not less, interorganizational interactions than arm's length relationships (Ganco,
Kapoor, & Lee, 2020; Postrel, 2009). Thus, our theory also provides insights into the underlying
mechanics of platforms and ecosystems, including the strategies of firms that create digital plat-
forms with very thin commissions.

Despite transaction (and bureaucratic) costs not being a focus of our theory, they nonethe-
less play an important role in setting its boundary conditions, and relaxing those conditions is a
fruitful direction for future research. For example, two implicit boundary conditions to our the-
ory are that: (a) there are significant frictions in the market for services arising from firms'
resource bundles (Penrose, 1959) such that the firms must employ resources internally to pro-
duce outputs from them, and (b) there are significant frictions in the market for corporate con-
trol that prevent firms from simply acquiring others and thus overcoming the limits to
integration and growth imposed by their resource accumulation costs. When these market fric-
tions are instead low or when the benefits of overcoming them are significant, our theory offers
additional implications that can be explored in future work (e.g., a motivation for mergers and
acquisitions in digital firms). Moreover, although we ignore both the transaction costs of using
the market and the bureaucratic costs of firm size in our exposition, our theory does suggest
that if scalability is sufficiently high digital firms will find it optimal to specialize and scale
despite these costs. However, we acknowledge that digital technologies may not only affect the
attributes of resource bundles, but also transaction costs in markets and bureaucratic costs
within firms (Kretschmer & Khashabi, 2020), which may combine with resource characteristics
in shaping economic organization. Following a tradition of integrating governance and
resource-based perspectives (Argyres & Zenger, 2012; Kang et al., 2009; Mayer et al., 2012;
Wan & Wu, 2017), future work could study the interplay of scalability and transaction costs to
develop a richer understanding of digital firms.

In explaining how digitalization affects the scalability of firms' resource bundles, and thus
induces hyperspecialization and hyperscaling, we have thus far treated the roles of supply-side
and demand-side returns to scale as more or less equal and symmetric. However, this is not
always so, and we graphically illustrate these considerations in the Online Appendix. First, it is
important to note that if returns to scale increase on one side (supply or demand) its impact on
overall scalability is enhanced by corresponding increases on the other side. Put differently,
returns to scale in supply and demand are complementary in their effects on scalability. All else
equal, digitalization is likely to make firms more scalable if it increases both supply-side and
demand-side returns to scale. Second, enhancing returns to scale on the side that poses a greater
constraint tends to have a larger impact on scalability. For example, if firms already have con-
stant or increasing supply-side returns to scale, but demand is inelastic, then digitalization's
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impacts on demand-side returns to scale are more consequential for scalability than equivalent
increases on the supply-side. Finally, it is also important to consider the degree to which digita-
lization affects supply-side and demand-side returns to scale. For example, if returns to scale on
the supply side increase substantially due to a highly digital resource bundle, its impacts on
scalability might be very large even if the greater constraint is on demand side, and vice versa
for substantial increases in demand-side returns to scale (e.g., due to platform-driven network
effects).

4.2 | The RBV theory of vertical integration

The RBV has long held that relative resource strengths are an important determinant of ver-
tical integration (Argyres, 1996; Madhok, 1996, 2002), a prediction that also comports with
managerial experience in traditional industrial firms (Barney, 1999). However, recent
advances in the RBV that explicitly incorporate resource attributes (Levinthal & Wu, 2010;
Schmidt & Keil, 2013) and the emergence of digital firms (Adner et al., 2019; Siebel, 2019)
present opportunities to examine and extend this theory. We provide such an extension by
focusing on the opportunity costs of scalable resource bundles that are more productive
when intensively deployed within a focal activity, rather than being spread across multiple
activities in pursuit of integration. We further examine the role of resource fungibility,
account for resource accumulation costs and demand conditions, and incorporate co-
opetition with the firm's complementor(s) in characterizing a set of implications that arise
from our theory.

Our research contributes to the RBV theory of vertical integration by showing that the
opportunity cost of scaling within a specialized activity can sometimes be strong enough to
outweigh the benefits of leveraging superior resources across multiple value-adding activi-
ties. Our theory thus extends the classic RBV argument that superior resources will trigger
integration (Argyres, 1996; Madhok, 1996, 2002) by showing that this is not a sufficient
condition. Indeed, our results highlight that a firm may outsource to less efficient com-
plementors and even share more value with them, but only if it has a highly scalable
resource bundle that can be scaled in its focal activity. In pursuing a parsimonious and log-
ically consistent model, however, we have conveniently assumed that the firm's resource
bundle is equally usable and scalable in both its main and complementary activities. Thus,
a potentially valuable extension to our theory would allow for the composition and scal-
ability of the resource bundle to differ between the main and complementary activities,
which could produce additional insights about vertical integration under different configu-
rations of scalable and non-scalable resources.

Our work also adds to the RBV by developing a formal approach that integrates resource
attributes into economic models of firms and markets. Prior research has modeled resource
attributes such as fungibility, scale adjustment costs, and redeployability (Knudsen et al., 2014;
Levinthal & Wu, 2010; Sakhartov & Folta, 2014, 2015; Schmidt & Keil, 2013; Wu, 2013) in
addressing core questions for strategic management. We add to this work by characterizing the
construct of scalability of the resource bundle and studying its implications for firm boundaries
and scope. Inter alia, we define and explain the meaning of scalability, and how digital firms
may become more scalable through a combination of digital resources and digital outputs. Last
but not least, the concept of resource-based hyperspecialization and hyperscaling we advance is
different from Adam Smith's “pin factory” tradition of specialization based on learning, which
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is history-dependent and arguably yields a smaller impetus to scale; however, they do share
some commonalities in the importance of demand considerations and potential correlation
between firm size and specialization (Becker & Murphy, 1992; Stigler, 1951).

4.3 | Future directions for RBV research

Our theory and modeling framework can be a platform for future work on resource attributes
and their effects on firm-level outcomes. The framework is parsimonious, but captures impor-
tant resource attributes such as scalability, fungibility, and resource adjustment costs (Knudsen
et al., 2014; Levinthal & Wu, 2010; Schmidt & Keil, 2013) that matter to firm decision-making
on resources and their impacts. Our model has also yielded a number of nuanced and counter-
intuitive results. Despite these attractive features, our framework also has limitations. While we
have examined competition between the focal firm and its complementors, other interesting
scenarios remain unexplored. For example, the final product may face competition from other
firms, who may also compete to attract away the complementor(s) and thus deny the scaling
advantages the focal firm may access through specialization. Hoffman and Yeh (2018) suggest
that competitive pressures will only heighten the pressures to scale rapidly, and to hyper-
specialize in support of growth. Nonetheless, consideration of such competition, including the
case of complementors who can multi-home, provides a rich landscape within which to extend
our theory. Further, potential competition through market entry can be affected by both tradi-
tional isolating mechanisms (Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993; Rumelt, 1984; Wernerfelt, 1984) and
by preemption through investments in scalable resource bundles (Wibbens, 2021). Future work
can also model the dynamic competition between firms and complementors when relative
resource advantages are not stable but depend on prior integration choices (Argyres &
Zenger, 2012; Mayer et al., 2012), and both types of firms can compete in the final product
market (Wan & Wu, 2017) or the focal firm can compete with the complementors in its main
market (Zhu & Liu, 2018).

Because it builds on number of simplifying assumptions, our framework also leaves out sev-
eral factors of theoretical importance. Among these, future work can examine the elemental
drivers of resource attributes such as scalability, which we treat as exogenously determined.
Endogenizing scalability can be of interest in the study of early stage ventures where firms can
anticipate the opportunities to scale and make resource investments accordingly, which adds
further nuance to our understanding of how resources evolve (Helfat & Peteraf, 2003). In their
book Blitzscaling, Silicon Valley VC investor Reid Hoffman and his coauthor Chris Yeh posit
two “growth limiters” firms must anticipate to scale rapidly: the lack of product/market fit and
the lack of operational scalability, and suggest that “both can still kill your company,” so that
“the wisest innovators design operational scalability into their theories” (Hoffman & Yeh, 2018,
pp. 75–76). Future extensions can examine if and when early-stage process and operational
improvements are key for firms to achieve a “first-scaler advantage,” which accrues not to the
first firm that enters a market but the first firm that serves that market at scale (Hoffman &
Yeh, 2018; Levie & London, 2018).

At the other end of firm growth, even highly scalable businesses will eventually saturate
their market, and demand-side decreasing returns will kick in. Put simply, the firm runs out of
additional customers to serve, even at increasingly low prices. Similarly, larger firms will inevi-
tably incur greater bureaucratic and administrative costs (Williamson, 1975, 1999), which also
impose a penalty on their size. However, these limits on specialization and scale need to be
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juxtaposed against the magnitude and range of the resource bundle's supply-side returns to
scale; if they are substantial, digital firms may sustain specialization and continue to scale for a
long time. Understanding these issues would add nuance to the classic literature on the link
between vertical integration and industry life cycles (Becker & Murphy, 1992; Stigler, 1951),
which suggests that integration is more likely in the early and later stages of the industry life
cycle. It is unclear whether digital firms face the same forces and evolutionary patterns. Future
work could add precision to the expected changes in resource scalability and fungibility as digi-
tal firms grow, which can yield insights into these firms' changing scale, scope, and boundaries
over time. Moreover, we focus on the general case where only the net scalability of the resource
bundle matters, arising from a combination of scale free resources and favorable demand condi-
tions, which leaves open a number of combinations of resource and demand conditions.
Resource and demand conditions can depend on the firm's choices to varying degrees and can
vary over its life cycle. These nuances could generate a complex set of strategies and outcomes
that can further enrich the theory developed in this article.

To conclude, our analysis of scalable resource bundles has led us to a parsimonious theory
that can explain the observed properties of digital firms and their integration strategies. The
many extensions we highlight illustrate the potential of our theory and modeling framework for
a rich body of future work. Inevitably, the complexity and the vast heterogeneity among firms
are such that our theory cannot possibly explain the idiosyncratic features of all firms. Nonethe-
less, we suggest that it adds an essential dimension to our understanding of the rich tapestry of
economic organization in the digital age.
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